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Villard, 2000. Book Condition: New. Brand New, Unread Copy in Perfect Condition. A+ Customer
Service! Summary: It's happening fast: the population of half-Jews in America is on its way to
surpassing the population of full-Jews. And with this population shift has come a revolutionary
transformation of what it means to be half-Jewish.Sure, some people say that one is either Jewish
or not, there's nothing in-between -- but the authors emphatically disagree. They say half-Jews are
a unique subculture of unusually talented, intellectually multi-faceted, and remarkably attractive
people. And that it's time we acknowledged them as one of the most intriguing new "Double
Cultures"."The Half-Jewish Book" celebrates everything from half-Jewish humor (half-Jewish/half-
Catholic Bill Maher: "I come from a mixed religious background -- when I went to confession I
brought a lawyer with me") to half-Jewish Beauty (Gwyneth Paltrow, Joan Collins, Jane Seymour --
just for starters). From half-Jewish writers (Proust, Salinger) to half-Jewish characters in fiction by
writers ranging from Philip Roth to Alan Alda, and including that half-Jewish cartoon phenomenon,
Tommy Pickles, of Rugrats. From half-Jewish politicians (LaGuardia, Goldwater) to people like
General Wesley Clark, who discovered as adults that they were hall-Jewish and embraced their new-
found half-heritage. From an...
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I just began reading this pdf. It is actually writter in straightforward words instead of hard to understand. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Jensen B ins-- Jensen B ins

I just started looking over this ebook. I could possibly comprehended everything out of this published e publication. You are going to like the way the author
compose this publication.
-- Giles V a nder vor t DDS-- Giles V a nder vor t DDS
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